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ABSTRACT

Objective: To analyze the conception (s) of nurses who work in the hospital scenario on care and education technologies. Method: qualitative, descriptive-exploratory research, based on the philosophical reference of human praxis. Developed with 21 nurses from a public hospital in the South of Brazil. Data were collected through a semistructured interview and observation. For the analysis, the thematic content analysis technique was used. Result: two categories emerged: care technologies: from the use of ways to use and manage; and technologies of education: approaches with the praxis of educating-caring and caring-educating. Conclusion: analyzing and reflecting on concepts of care and education technologies has demonstrated that nurses need to evolve their knowledge about these definitions in order to apply them in decision making, thus raising the quality of care outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

The process of caring and educating represents the essence of nursing, transcending technical practices. For an expanded conception, we need to consider the attitudinal and relational dimensions, such as responsibility, competence, sensitivity, kindness, attention, affection, respect, interaction and dialogue.1,2

Nursing as a profession stands out in the hospital context, assuming the care of patients and family members through various strategies, among them the technologies of caring and educating. Caring Technologies (TC) are characterized by technical and scientific knowledge and practices built from investigations, the application of theories and the daily experience of professionals and clients. Thus, they constitute a systematic set of procedural and instrumental actions aimed at qualified assistance to human beings in all their dimensions of life. The Educating Technologies (TE), on the other hand, constitute a body of knowledge that is strengthened by the action / interaction of / with man. These transcend the concept of construction and use of artifacts or equipment, that is, they are consolidated as a systematic process of application of scientific knowledge with a view to planning, execution, control and individual and / or collective monitoring during educational practices, whether formal or informal.3

In the meantime, we must (re) think about how these technologies are being inserted into the praxis of professionals. In the midst of globalization and development, social, economic, political and technological, it is necessary to evaluate how these technologies are being conceived / used, in order to reflect on the humanist character of their insertion in the practice of caring and educating in hospital nursing, with a view to minimizing the effects of a mechanized and materialistic work process.4-5

This praxis requires the individual to act / reflect / act or reflect / act / reflect in order to reach levels of thought that enable the professional to carry out practices that transcend the mere transformation of the environment in an objective way, but also, in a subjective way.6 In this study, it is based on the premise that praxis is a link between the well-being of individuals inserted in the context of the health area with the care-educating process, because it is through actions and reflections that the professional, during the relationship with the client, sees the possibility of exercising both educating and caring for the promotion of comprehensive care geared to the needs of each individual and collective.

In view of the above, the question is: what is the conception of nurses who work in the hospital scenario about technologies of care and education? To this end, the objective was to analyze the conception(s) of nurses who work in the hospital setting on technologies of care and education.

METHODS

Qualitative, descriptive-exploratory research, based on the theoretical-philosophical framework of human praxis developed in a University Hospital, in the State of Rio Grande do Sul. Initially, a situational diagnosis was carried out by the researchers, which estimated a sample of 28 participants considering the number of units / services that had at least one nurse professional on their staff. Of the sample, 21 nurses met the inclusion criteria: working in the hospital for a period equal to or greater than one year, and being active during the period intended for the study. Five refused to participate, and two worked in the service for less than a year. In the services / units where there was a refusal, a new selection was not carried out, as the other nurses worked with less time than established by the research.

Data collection was carried out from March to December 2015 through non-participant observation and semi-structured interview. The observations allowed to capture the nurses’ daily life with apprehension of the practices involved in the process of creating and / or using
technologies of care and education. Important aspects / elements about the conception attributed to technological typologies were also captured. A field diary was used to describe the data, counting 256 hours. The observations were made in different shifts, according to the participants’ work schedules. The hours of observation performed in each unit / service varied between 10 and 15 hours.

Subsequently, individual and semi-structured interviews were conducted, with the help of a script covering socio-demographic data; hospital practices; understanding of the terms care and education in nursing care; conception and insertions of care and education technology; and their contributions to the nurse’s praxis. These were recorded and transcribed by the researchers.

Finally, content analysis was carried out. Units / phenomena expressed in the texts were selected from the coding and the units were grouped into two categories representative of the data corpus, which allowed for discussion in the light of the literature.

The research was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Federal University of Santa Maria - RS under opinion 932.520 / 2015. The participants signed the Free and Informed Consent Form. In order to guarantee confidentiality and anonymity, capital letters were used: O (observation), E (interview), Nurse (nurse), followed by the numerical identification corresponding to the order in which the collection took place (for example, OEnf 1 ...; EEnf 1 ...).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

21 nurses participated in the research, between 29 and 60 years old. Regarding marital status, 10 were single, eight were married, one was in a stable relationship, one was a widow and one was divorced. The training varied, with 13 being up to 20 years old and eight over 20 years old. Regarding the length of experience, 14 had up to 10 years of work and seven more than 20 years. The length of service at that institution varied, with 11 having worked for up to 10 years and 10 above the time spent at the hospital.

Regarding the training institution, 13 were graduates from private institutions and eight from public institutions. As for improvement, 14 had specialization and seven master’s degrees in nursing.

The data were organized from two analytical categories, namely: Care technologies: from the use itself to the ways of using and managing; Technologies of educating: approaches with the praxis of educating-caring and caring-educating.

Care technologies: from use itself to ways of using and managing

The participants conceive of CT based on “technical-procedural use” and “ways of using” a technology. Based on this, nurses interrelate “techniques and procedures”, understanding that one (co) exists from the other.

[...] all these devices that I use to manage patient care, be it technologies that do not involve equipment, guidance, even those that involve equipment, a puncture or a dressing guidance (NUR 14).

A venipuncture, or passing a PICC (Peripherally Inserted Central Catheter) [...] first I choose the vein, technology (laughs). [...] then you do asepsis [...] to do this procedure I follow a protocol (OEnf 21, 06/08/2015, from 2 pm to 7 pm).

In contrast to the above, regarding the ways to use CT, it was observed that:

Care technologies are not only the equipment, in itself, that we have as a technological, the computer, the respirator, but the ways to use these technologies to improve your work, to improve nursing care (OEnf 09, 25 / 04/2015, from 10 am to 1 pm).

CT is understood not only as the mechanical and inflexible use of products. The “ways of using” a technology, is seen as a praxis rich in reflective awareness about the practical process, called reflexive praxis.

It is considered that the use of tools, during the praxis of care, involves a process of action (the act of operating a machine) and reflection (moment of encounter between theory and practice for resolving the action). It is believed that the work of nurses in the midst of the vast availability of technological resources, must be conducted in an insightful way, so that they do not become alienated or hostage to a product.

[...] it goes from the dressing, the puncture you perform, to health education, when it strengthens a family / patient. [...] care, food is very [...] wide, bathing are ways of caring, everything that can promote the health and development of the patient [...] all the knowledge and actions used to make this effective can be determined as technologies (EEnf 03).

The technology of care would be the technical procedures that I perform, but trying to have a comprehensive view of this patient, trying not to use only the operational, but having my scientific knowledge to know how to do it (EEnf 06).

It appears that the conception of CT is not centered only on the machines and the professional’s knowledge, but also on the execution of systematic, procedural and instrumental actions.

[...] new dressings that used to be (m) at the base of the
ointment, and now we have vacuum dressings that make it easier to protect the patient; new beds that the patient himself has the controls at the head. In the past, there was a crank there to raise or lower the headboard [...] (OEnf 08, 15/09/2015, from 10 am to 1 pm).

 [...] the use of Nursing Care Systematization is a care technology. The Braden and Morse scales are technologies of care that, we are able to pay greater attention to the patient, to identify situations that can prevent adverse events, falls, pressure ulcers (NFe 12).

Nurses also related CT to care management, highlighting the planning / quality control of the care actions and guidelines developed. It is evident in the statements that these practices have direct implications for the care provided by nurses aimed at patients, companions or the multidisciplinary team itself.

 [...] I do the check-list, which is routine [...] I do a simple routine of checking in order to see if our product is suitable, if our technique is adequate, with the possibility of guidance from the to see what can be improved, to facilitate the service and to speed up the release of areas and beds (EEnf 11).

 [...] they are guidelines that you can help with care, try to improve care (OEnf 19, 04/25/2015, from 10 am to 1 pm).

Technologies of educating: conceptions and approaches with the praxis of educating-caring and caring-educating. From a conceptual perspective, it was possible to identify conceptions and purposes for ET in the hospital, ranging from technological tools (computers, computers, books, dolls etc.), to promote the search for knowledge and enable changes in a given context, to the use of folders, to provide the necessary information for the (self) care of the patient and family.

 [...] are all the means and materials used, computers, books to seek knowledge, it will provide us with more knowledge. All these means that were created to transmit teaching, both for the professional and for the patient, family. [...] we have our informative folders that were created to inform the patient and their family members (EEnf 02).

 [...] tools used for you to do health education with the patient and their family members [...] we have a breast, built to demonstrate anatomical and physiological changes, give guidance [...] we have the health education room where there are dolls with all kinds of surgeries. [...] they have drains, a tube, everything to do this part of orientation with the patient, to understand how he will come [post-surgery]. [...] we have folders [...] [contribution of the folders] we get the woman to understand, that she is interested in her self-care [...] (OEnf 15, 12/03/2015, from 8 am to 1 pm).

Tools were mentioned to guide patients, companions, or even, to carry out educational processes with professionals. These aims to minimize doubts and / or concerns that arise.

 [...] the way in which I approach the patient for a consultation, how I approach an employee during training (EEnf 04).

 [...] they are the different ways of developing education, where each one has a methodology to follow, for example, health education, permanent and continuous (EEnf 05).

The teaching resources you use to do in-service education. [...] a video, television, a folder. [...] something that has been elaborated, a serial album for example (EEnf 08).

Considering that the nurses' knowledge is characterized as technology, interwoven with hospital praxis, the participants revealed:

 [...] TE, it is at the moment that I am going to educate, I have to read, for me to pass on knowledge I have to be safe in what I am going to do (EEnf 11).

 [...] it is using your knowledge, everything you know, it is transmitting knowledge to educate [...] (EEnf 13).

Thinking about technology, evaluating the relationships between man and machine in order to contemplate the universe of insertion of these, is inserted in the praxis of nurses from a perspective that transcends reductionism to the machine. This conception emerges in order to emphasize that a technological product cannot be opposed to human contact, but rather, be an agent and object of this encounter.

Thus, the machine must be conceived as an extension of the human being himself who, even without being part of his essence, determines his own existence. Thus, care and technology come together and interrelate, allowing that during the nurse's performance, they turn to the development of care from a humanistic perspective, with a view to providing comfort and well-being, contributing to the recovery of health.

Nursing must be sensitized and understand that care relationships cannot be fragmented and / or replaced, but strengthened by technological resources. The data of this research pointed to a conception of technology associated with the use of machines and equipment.

It is noticed that the way nurses see CT, in the hospital...
environment, is not dissociated from its historical and cultural conception, that is, reductionism to machines, computerization and industrialization, among others. CT in nursing are conceived as “interactional dimensions allowing professionals (us) to use their senses to choose and carry out assistance, allowing (re) finding sensitivity, solidarity, love, ethics and respect for themselves and on the other (clientele). The purpose of CT is to support, maintain and promote the life process of people in situations of health and illness”.

Based on this way of visualizing the technology, it is proposed to reflect: do these products operate, alone, without human intervention? Don’t need follow-up? Is “artificial intelligence” so extraordinary, being able to freely lead one or more stages of the care and education process, without the help of man? These and countless other questions must be asked by professionals, so that they do not become hostages to globalization / capital, or even reduced, merely to “machines”, as a simple “gearing process”, but constituted of musculature, bones, skin, blood, brain and pulsating heart and not as beings with alienated and mechanized minds.

At that moment, the technologies (products) are used from an existing practical process, in a finished way, prior to that process and the product, that is, it uses a certain object that already has its predetermined action process, determining “what to do”, “what one wants to do”, and “how to do it”. Thus, the presence of “iterative or imitative” praxis is perceived, as the professional does not express his creative and transforming potential in his professional practice as a nurse, that is, he only uses existing technologies and / or in use. In view of these proposed questions and discussions, it is necessary that nurses (re) think about the impact of technologies in their daily practice.

It is noticed that caring for the nurse adds several interfaces, whether in performing procedures, using techniques, even simple actions, such as feeding, cleaning, which, in the context of care, are extremely relevant. This allows the professional to know the human being, careful about their specificities and needs, strengths and weaknesses.

It is perceived that the conception of CT is related to the performance of technical procedures aimed at the patient, such as dressing wounds and the products / materials used for this specific care. Nursing is responsible for performing dressings, with the nurse being the manager of this team and patient care. For this, you need to know the products intended for this purpose and, then, choose the one that best suits the characteristics of the patient’s wound and the economic reality of him and the institution where he is hospitalized or at home.

It is noticed that the CTs transcend a machine concept, being seen from the perspective of organization, management and orientation of the actions / behaviors emerging in the unfolding of care by the nurse, directly or indirectly to the patient. This allows inserting the nurse’s management strategies, planned and applied in care. In view of this, the check-list, SAE and Braden scale were mentioned, as valid and effective technologies, which follow organized and systematized protocols for monitoring the conducts / techniques used by professionals; planning and systematizing patient care, as well as organizing, guiding and standardizing the work of nurses and other team members.

From the perspective of praxis, in relation to their levels of consciousness that were presented in the “doing and knowing how to do” of human beings. It is noticed that the participants used different levels of consciousness in their professional daily lives, and a reflective praxis can be visualized.

During the guidance given to patients, companions or the nursing team, the nurse was able to formulate ideas / thoughts anchored in his scientific knowledge, to instrumentalize these subjects in order to provide changes in the context in which they found themselves, be it health, social or professional. At this moment, praxis was able to manifest itself largely imbued with a critical / reflexive awareness capable of not merely providing changes, but rather transforming its reality.

As for TE, they are defined as “those that point out the means of helping to form an awareness for healthy life”. To apply a TE process or product, it is necessary that the educator (health professional) is a facilitator of the teaching-learning process, and the student (clientele) a participant in this process in which both use creative awareness, sensitivity and creativity in the pursuit of personal and professional growth.

The NT were seen as tools, means, forms and materials used by nurses in the search for their own technical and scientific knowledge, aiming to strengthen their skills and the quality of care provided. Therefore, TE is understood based on a potentializing concept of educating-caring for the different social actors involved in the health-disease process of hospitalization.

Computer science and information systems were referred to as fundamental instruments for the search for knowledge, as they allowed easy and real-time access to all types of information, providing the resolution of facts, adversities, minimizing doubts and concerns arising from practice clinical and daily nursing practice.

Society has been following the technical-scientific advance that not only allowed commercial, economic and social expansion, but also opened up possibilities to encourage the creation of equipment and innovations, popularly called technologies. In the health field, this advance introduced information technology in the context of professionals’ work, as well as modern medical and surgical devices, which brought numerous benefits and speed to care. The internet in hospital environments provides the expansion of health communication networks,
changing both the profile of the professional and the population with regard to access to information.5,4,12,15

The insertion of ET was seen by the participants as a way for knowledge to be “transmitted” more quickly and efficiently. Still, according to them, they provide possibilities to develop, above all, in addition to educating-caring, managing-educating-caring, since one depends on the other for the systematization and implementation of this process to occur in the hospital. It is understood that the resoluteness of care and education developed will only occur, based on good, coherent and continuous planning of actions and strategies to be carried out in the course of the praxis of hospital nurses. From the perspective of philosophical praxis, the consciousness involved (or that should be involved), at the interfaces of the management-care-education triad, results in a “practical conscience”.

Health education was characterized as an important strategy used by nurses. Some difficulties were noted, with emphasis on the scarcity of physical, human, structural and material resources. Starting from this gap, the development and use of educational strategies, such as teaching materials, have stimulated / enhanced the activities of Health Education in the hospital. This premise implies that the use of educational technology as a facilitator / mediator resource for teaching and learning. Thus, it is perceived, as a reflex, the strengthening of nursing practices aimed at the different social actors involved in the hospitalization process.5,16

In this perspective, the process of guiding can reveal numerous possibilities, one of which can result in the subject’s education. In terms of caring-educating and educating-caring for the nurse. The execution of this strategy, characterized as Health Education, appears to promote and strengthen people’s (self) care in the face of their uniqueness, whether clinical or surgical. They also assist companions by instrumentalizing them in the formation of an empowered subject to assist the patient, in the course of his (re) establishing biological, psychological, sociological and spiritual during and after his hospitalization.

The knowledge of the nurse is revealed as a support and support to educate and care. This process that involves theoretical (knowledge) and technical (conduct / actions/practices) aspects is intertwined with the scientificity (science) of professional doing. It is emphasized that this knowledge, when used, in a planned and systematized way, makes it possible to observe and feel this real client and to look at that person in their relationships, in their work environment, in their interactions, thus improving the quality of the assistance provided.1,3,5,17-18

CONCLUSIONS

The nurses’ conceptions ranged from a reductionist view to the machine, to a systematic process that involves the interrelationships between human beings and between them and the environment in which they are inserted.

From the reflection and critical positioning about their work context, the terms, technology of education and technology of care emerged. This process meets the need for nursing, which, over the years, has faced changes in the demands of health care. In view of this, nurses need to evolve and build their knowledge about these concepts, in order to apply them in / for decision-making, thus raising the quality of the results in their care.

The development of this research has implications for the practice of hospital nursing, the possibility for professionals to understand and identify that their products and processes produced to intervene in daily demands, can be conceived as technologies of care and education. This if the construction process followed a systematic script and based on scientific precepts. Validating nursing productions, becomes a viable and modern alternative to consolidate the discipline as a producer of knowledge applied to your clinical practice.
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